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New Year, New AIM
By Cary Perry, MD
Editor, Athens, GA

T

he new
year brings
many
things —a
fresh start with
resolutions and
plans galore. This can mean personal
goals, as well as more broad-ranging
goals. The new year also brings a
new legislative session at the Capitol
in Atlanta. In perusing the upcoming
agenda, as well as a list of last year’s
medically-related items in the latest
Medical Association of Georgia Journal
(January 2018), it is astounding to see
the depth and breadth, as well as the
sheer number of bills proposed that
have some relationship to medicine—its
practice, its practitioners, the finances,
and health care in general. I would
venture to say that the majority of
the bills from last year’s docket quite
honestly related to the financial side of
health care, particularly as it pertains
to hospitals and insurers. Those pieces
of legislation, while important and
affecting us all eventually, may not have
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being said, I think it remains important
what we all deem to be direct impact
to remember that the biggest changes
on patient care and health, the one
often come from efforts made at the
thing that drives us all to get out of
grassroots level and by workers on the
bed each day and show up and serve.
ground. In the case of providing the
Once you drill down and find those rare
proposals, it is always
comforting to know that It takes a champion in each hospital—
our best interests are
become that champion. If you don’t
well-represented at the
have a robust perinatal committee—
Capitol in the capable
hands of Skin Edge and
help that grow and thrive.
Daniel Thompson. Andy
best possible care to the women of
Toledo has done and will continue to
Georgia, these workers are OB/GYNs,
do an admirable job of keeping the
nurses, and midwives.
Board and the membership up to date
on crucial proposals that deserve our
This is why I want to revisit
attention and support. I would continue
an article from our August 2017
to urge every member to pay attention
newsletter entitled “Quality
to e-mails and messages throughout the Improvement Initiatives for Maternal
session that may call on you to contact
Care in Georgia.” This was most of our
your local representatives. This, of
membership’s initial introduction to
course, extends to the broader national
the Alliance for Innovation on Maternal
forum, as well. There is no doubt in my
Health (AIM). AIM is “a national
mind that a strong, collective, wellpartnership of provider, public health
organized voice comprised of physicians
and advocacy organizations... that
gets attention. Stay informed and make
aligns national, state and hospital level
sure your voice is heard. With that
efforts to improve maternal health and
safety.” The ultimate goal is to reduce
severe maternal morbidity events and
mortality in the very short term. This
is accomplished by the implementation
of safety bundles within member
hospitals. Metrics are in place to assess
April 2 	������������April Newsletter Deadline
for measuring adoption of these safety
May 16	������������Golf Tournament at
bundles, as well as maternal outcomes
Royal Lakes
*Must Register*
in those hospitals. De-identified data
is collected and benchmarked with
June 1	������������June Newsletter Deadline
other similar hospitals within states
October 1	��������October Newsletter
Deadline
and networks and reported back to
those participating hospitals and
August 1 	��������August Newsletter
Deadline
states. Members are then able to
August 6 	��������Have you registered for
utilize this data to identify successes
GOGS Annual Meeting?
and weaknesses with their personal
August 23-26	�� Annual Meeting at
implementation of the safety bundles.
The Cloister
These safety bundles are standardized,
November 30	�� December Newsletter
evidence-informed processes
Deadline
to reduce variation in hospital
December 7	���� CPT Coding Seminar at
maternal care. They are developed
The Double Tree Atlanta
by multidisciplinary work groups of
*Must Register*
experts in the field from the various
Continued on page 4
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Controlled Substance
Prescribing Practices

B

eginning January 1, 2018,
physicians in Georgia are now
required to complete
at least 3 hours of AMA/
AOA/PRA Category 1 CME
designated to address
controlled substance
prescribing practices as
a requirement to obtain
licensure to practice
medicine in Georgia, under Georgia rule
360-15-.01. Through the partnership

with the GOGS, The Doctors Company will
grant access to this CME free of charge.
You will receive an email from
The Doctors Company with a
link that will enable access to
their web-based on-demand
course catalog. The Doctors
Company catalog contains
three 1- hour courses of the
required content, including
instruction on controlled substance
prescribing guidelines, recognizing the

signs of abuse or misuse of controlled
substances, and controlled substance
prescribing for chronic pain management.
You will receive a CME certificate for 1
hour for each of the three 1-hour courses
you complete.
The course can be accessed at
https://thedoctors.rievent.com/
a/28600P2QAFuT.
If you have questions, contact
educationsupport@thedoctors.com or
call (800) 421-2368.

Supreme Court Decisions in 2017
That Affected Your Practice

MEMORANDUM

OBG Manag. 2017 December;29(12):44-47

TO:

by Steven R. Smith, MD, JD and Joseph S. Sanfilippo, MD, MBA

FROM: Newborn Screening Program

D

espite being short-handed (there
were only 8 justices for most of the
Term), the United States Supreme
Court decided a number of important
cases during its most recent Term, which
concluded on June 27, 2017. Among
the 69 cases, several are of particular
interest to ObGyns.
1. Arbitration in
health care
In Kindred
Nursing Centers
v Clark, the
Court decided
an important
case involving
arbitration in health
care.1
At stake. The families of 2 people who
died after being in a long-term care
facility filed lawsuits against the facility,
claiming personal injury, violations of
Kentucky statutes regarding long-term
care facilities, and wrongful death.
However, during admission to the facility,
the patients (technically, their agents
under a power of attorney) signed an
agreement that any disputes would
be taken to arbitration. The facility
successfully had the lawsuits dismissed.
Final ruling. The Supreme Court agreed
that the case had to go to arbitration
rather than to court, even though the
arbitration clause violated state law. The
Federal Arbitration Act (FAA) preempts
state law. The Court has been very
aggressive in enforcing arbitration
agreements and striking down state laws
that are inconsistent with the FAA. This
case emphasizes that the FAA applies in
the health care context.
2

The case suggests both a warning
and an opportunity for health care
providers. The warning is that arbitration
clauses will be enforced; thoughtlessly
entering into arbitration for future
disputes may be dangerous. Among
other things, the decision of arbitrators is
essentially unreviewable. Appellate courts
review the decisions of lower courts, but
there is no such review in arbitration.
Furthermore, arbitration may be stacked
in favor of commercial entities that often
use arbitrators.
The opportunity for health care
providers lies in that it may be possible to
include arbitration clauses in agreements
with patients. This should be considered
only after obtaining legal advice. The
agreements should, for example, be
consistent with the obligations to patients
(in the case of the Kentucky facility, it
made clear that accepting the arbitration
agreement was not necessary in order
to receive care or be admitted to the
facility). Because arbitration agreements
are becoming ubiquitous and rigorously
enforced by federal courts, arbitration is
bound to have an important function in
health care.
2. Pharmaceuticals
Biologics and
biosimilars
Biologics play
an important
role in health
care. Eight of
the top 10 selling
drugs in 2016
were biologics.2 The
case of Sandoz
v Amgen involved biosimilar

pharmaceuticals, essentially the
generics of biologic drugs.3
At stake. While biologics hold great
promise in medicine, they are generally
very expensive. Just as with generics,
brand-name companies (generally referred
to as “reference” biologics) want to keep
biosimilars off the market for as long as
possible, thereby extending the advantages
of monopolistic pricing. This Term the
Supreme Court considered the statutory
rules for licensing biosimilar drugs.
Final ruling. The Court’s decision will
allow biosimilar companies to speed up
the licensing process by at least 180
days. This is a modest win for patients
and their physicians, but the legal
issues around biosimilars will need
additional attention.
Class action suits
In another case, the Court made it
more difficult to file class action suits
against pharmaceutical companies in
state courts.4 Although this is a fairly
technical decision, it is likely to have
a significant impact in pharmaceutical
liability by limiting classactions.
3. The travel ban
The American College
of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists
joined other
medical
organizations
in an amicus
curiae (friend of
the court) brief to
challenge President
Trump’s “travel ban.”5

RE:

Medical Providers within the State
of Georgia

Optional Krabbe Screening

DATE: December 21, 2017

Background: The Georgia Newborn
Screening (NBS) Program screens
for over 40 primary
and secondary conditions. Krabbe
disease is a very rare condition that
can cause severe
neurological problems or even deat
h. It is not currently included on the
state or national NBS
panels. In the spring of 2017, the Geo
rgia General Assembly mandated that
parents be made
aware of their option to have their infan
ts screened for Krabbe disease at birth
.
Program Update: The Georgia New
born Screening program has partnered
with genetic
specialists in the state to develop educ
ational materials about optional Krab
be screening. This
information has been added to the
NBS brochure and disseminated to
birthing facilities and
health departments across the state
.
Parents are encouraged to work with
their providers to establish a plan for
Krabbe screening
before the birth of their child. It is impo
rtant that the Krabbe specimens are
collected within a
few days of birth and sent immedia
tely to the chosen screening lab. More
information on
optional Krabbe screening, including
a list of accredited laboratories, can
be found at the
following website https://dph.georgia
.gov/NBS.
Impact: Parents may request more
information about Krabbe disease and
their option for
screening. The recently issued NBS
brochure provides parents with infor
mation about Krabbe
screening as well as contact informati
on for the NBS program.
Timely response to an abnormal scre
ening result is critical. If a patient rece
ives an abnormal
result for Krabbe screening, their prov
ider should immediately contact the
geneticist or call
through the CHOA (Children’s Hea
lthcare of Atlanta) paging service at
404-785-7778 to get
guidance.
If you have additional questions or
would like to request NBS brochure
s for your office, please
contact Judith Kerr, Child Health Scre
ening Program Manager, at 404 657
2878 or
Judith.Kerr@dph.ga.gov

Continued on page 5
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professionals need to be knowledgeable of current trends and practices.
Our faculty presents perspectives on the most current technological
advances in perinatal care.
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Decision-Making Around the Limits of Viability
Speaker: Benjamin Mackowiak, M.D.
Opiate Abuse and Dependency in Pregnancy
Speaker: Keisha L.B. Reddick, M.D.
Neonatal Nutrition: More Than Just Weight Gain
Speaker: Erika Espino-Torres, M.D.
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Hotel Accommodations
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100 General McIntosh Boulevard
Conference Rate: $159 (until January 28)
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912-233-7722 or 800-285-0398
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Register at memorialhealth.com/perinatalupdate.
For more information, call 912-350-3574.

New Year, New AIM
members of the Alliance. (See article.)
These safety bundles encompass a
vast array of areas of care that are
applicable in all of our day-to-day
clinical lives. The two areas that Georgia
has chosen to focus on are Obstetric
Hemorrhage and Severe Hypertension/
Preeclampsia. If I had to summarize
the content of these bundles, I would
say simply that I think 99% of OB/
GYNs follow these recommendations
about 98% of the time. In other words,
these are the steps that most of us
have adopted through our years of
best clinical practice. The process of
implementation should, therefore,
be quite painless and simple. It isn’t
difficult to buy into what you already
practice and believe in.
We had the opportunity to learn
more about this initiative at this year’s
clinical meeting when Dr. Melissa
Kottke spoke about our goal to help
Georgia become an “AIM state”. What
this means are that major hospitals
where obstetrical care takes place in
Georgia need to register to become
part of the network. Trinity Health
Care and Premier are two health care
networks whose hospitals are already
4

(continued from page 1)

automatically part of the network. If
you are uncertain if your hospital is a
member, you can go to the AIM website
(www.safehealthcareforeverywoman)
for more information. It is also an
excellent resource for assistance with
implementation, data management
and education. To join, states and
hospitals “must be able to display
the ability to provide current hospital
administrative data quarterly to the AIM
data center; identify champions among
nursing, public health and physicians to
provide leadership; and have a strong
perinatal committee and/or maternal
mortality review.”
Here is where you, our membership,
come in. Here is an opportunity to
change the quality and delivery of
health care for our maternal patients
by standardizing quality and delivery
of that care. It takes a champion in
each hospital—become that champion.
If you don’t have a robust perinatal
committee— help that grow and
thrive. Take on these challenges this
year in your own hospital, your own
community. These changes cannot
happen without our efforts. All of the
hard work has been essentially done

for us—all we have to do is get the ball
rolling. The contact person for the state
of Georgia through the Georgia DPH is
Diane Durrence (diane.durrence@dph.
ga.gov) if you are interested in being
a champion, or just finding out more.
We hope to adopt more of the safety
bundles as time goes on.
I wish you all a very happy, healthy,
productive and prosperous 2018. Here’s
to our chance to continue to make a
difference in the lives of our patients!

PRSRT STD
U. S . P O S TA G E

Supreme CourtP Adecisions
in 2017
ID

Perinatal Outreach
4750 Waters
Avenue,
Suite
206argued that the
At stake.
The
brief
Savannah, GA 31404

PERMIT NO. 499
SAVANNAH, GA

United States “relies upon a significant
number of health professionals and
scientists who have entered the country
through the immigration system.”5
Final ruling. The Court allowed most
of the travel ban to stay in place, but did
permit entry into the United States by
foreign nationals “with a close familial
relationship,” or pre-existing ties to
US businesses or institutions (such
as students who have been admitted
to American colleges, workers who
have accepted US employment, or
lecturers invited to address American
audiences).6 Following the Term, the
Administration issued a different travel
ban, so the issue was taken off the
Court’s calendar for the moment. There
undoubtedly will be additional chapters
to come.
4. Birth certificates and same-sex
marriage
In Pavan v Smith,
the legal question
concerned
whether
married samesex couples
may have both
parents listed on
the birth certificate
of children born during
the marriage.7 Two same-sex couples
conceived children through anonymous
sperm donation and gave birth in
Arkansas. The Department of Health in
Arkansas issued birth certificates listing
the mother’s name, but refused to list
the spouse on the birth certificate.
At stake. The couples brought suit
claiming a constitutional right to have
both parents listed. In particular, they
noted that under Arkansas law, the
woman who gives birth is deemed to
be the mother. When the woman is
married, the husband’s name is “entered
on the certificate as the father of the
child.”8 The same-sex parents argued
that a 2015 decision of the Supreme
Court, which held that the Constitution
requires states to recognize same-sex
marriages, made it clear that samesex couples should have the benefits of
marriage.9 Eventually the case wound its
way to the Supreme Court.

Final ruling. The Court held that if the
state ordinarily lists the names of both
husband and wife on such certificates,
then same-sex couples are entitled
to have birth certificates listing both
parents. The Court noted that laws are
unconstitutional if they treat same-sex
couples differently than opposite-sex
couples. Based on this principle, the
Court held that parental birth certificate
registration is part of the “constellations
of benefits” linked to marriage that the
Constitution affords same-sex couples.
This ruling applies as a matter of
constitutional right in all states.
5. Sexual offenders
and social media
States struggle
to protect children
from convicted
sex offenders.
North Carolina,
for example,
made it a felony
for sex offenders
(who had completed
their sentences) to use social media sites
that “permit minor children to become
members or create and maintain personal
web pages.”10
At stake. In Packingham v North
Carolina, the Court was asked to decide
whether this statute violates the First
Amendment (free speech) rights of sex
offenders.11
Final ruling. The Court held that the
North Carolina limitation on sex offenders’
use of social media was too broad.
It noted the wide range of political,
employment, news, personal, commercial,
and religious websites that are off limits
to sex offenders under the statute—hardly
narrowly tailored. It suggested, however,
that it probably would be constitutional
for a state to prohibit sex offenders “from
engaging in conduct that often presages
a sexual crime, like contacting a minor
or using a website to gather information
about a minor.”11
It was important in this case that the
defendant had already served his entire
sentence and was “no longer subject to
the supervision of the criminal justice
system.”11 If he had still been in prison,
the state could limit or prohibit his Internet
use. Even if he had been on probation

(continued from page 2)
or parole (under the supervision of the
criminal justice system) the restrictions
may well have been permitted. In
addition, the state could impose new,
narrowly tailored restrictions.
This case is also a reminder that
ObGyns are very important in the efforts
to eliminate child sexual abuse. All states
have laws that require the reporting of
known or suspected sexual abuse. In
addition to complying with the law, such
reports are often critical to discovering
and ending the abuse.
6. Transgender rights
The Court had accepted a “transgender
bathroom case” in Gloucester County
School Board v G.G.12
At stake. This case essentially
challenged the Obama Administration’s
requirement that schools allow
transgender students to use the
restrooms in which they feel most
comfortable. It was one of the most
anticipated cases of the Term, but it
essentially disappeared. Following the
presidential election, the Department of
Education rescinded the earlier guidance
on which the case was based.
Final ruling. The Court returned
the case to the Fourth Circuit for
reconsideration. This issue, however, may
reappear before the Court in the form of
a claim that the states must provide this
accommodation as a matter of federal
statutory right, or even Equal Protection.
Summary of the Term
The Term was notable for the level of
agreement. With 69 decided cases, 41
(69%) were unanimous. In 59 cases
(85%), there was a strong consensus,
with no more than 2 justices dissenting.
Only 7 decisions (10%) were 5 to 4.
Justice Kennedy was, as usual, the
deciding vote in most of the close cases.
He voted in the majority in 97% of the
decisions. Justice Gorsuch took the place
of Justice Scalia (who passed away in
February 2016), so arguably the Court is
ideologically close to where it has been
for a number of years. Despite rumors
that Justice Kennedy would announce
his resignation from the Court, neither
he nor any other justice has left. The
Supreme Court began its new Term on
October 2, 2017, with a full complement
of 9 justices.

5
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Legislative Day 2018

T

his year’s Primary Care Physicians
Coalition (PC2) Legislative Day
was a huge success! Thank you
to everyone who attended and for
the opportunity to host the event.
A record 230 physicians from the
Georgia Chapter – American Academy
of Pediatrics, Georgia Academy of
Family Physicians, Georgia Chapter
– American College of Physicians,
Georgia OB/GYN Society, and Georgia
Osteopathic Medical Association
descended upon the capitol to network
with colleagues, hear from state
leaders and meet with their legislators
on the issues that are most concerning
for the practice of primary care in
Georgia. For OB/GYNs, we continue to
advocate for increased state funding
for OB/GYN residency slots and
funding to prevent maternal deaths.
The group was fortunate this year
to hear from Governor Nathan Deal,
who is in his last year as governor.
Governor Deal thanked the group for
the work we do every day taking care
of patients and encouraged those who
are in residency to stay in Georgia

ed
and Dr. Re
Sen. Burke

and consider practicing in rural areas.
Speaking on behalf of the group, I
thanked the Governor for his support
in increasing Medicaid reimbursements
for primary care physicians for three
straight years, increasing state funding
to support OBGYN resident slots,
and for his efforts to repair the rural
healthcare infrastructure.
In addition, we had a record
number of first-time attendees and
residents! This is very exciting for
the future of primary care in Georgia.
Please, continue to reach out to your
elected officials and cultivate those
relationships. Invite them for coffee or
invite them to come by your office and
introduce them to your practice and
the challenges you face. Working in
an industry that is the subject of many
government regulations from how
many beds can be in a unit to how and
how much we are paid, it is incumbent
upon you – the OB/GYN – to advocate
for your profession and the patients
you treat.
If you do not know who your elected
official is, visit https://openstates.org/

Rep. Nguyen and Drs. Kottke and Bonk

Andrew A. Toledo, MD

Reproductive Biology Associates
Atlanta, GA
ga/legislators/ and input your home
address on the right side. Finally, if
you have not already done so, please
consider a donation to GynPAC. It can
be included in the cost of your annual
membership fee to the society. If you
have any questions, please contact the
society main office.
Please be on the lookout for the date
for next year’s PC2 Legislative Day at
the Capitol!

Sen. Watson an
d

r.
rs and D
Sen. Albe

Soufi

OBGyns

Dr. Ray and residents!
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How Lawmakers Are Tackling
the Opioid Epidemic
By Dennis W. Chiu, JD, Government Relations Specialist

W

hen the opioid epidemic hit
the news—not just in scientific
journals but in the popular media
as well—it spurred Congress and state
legislatures to offer public healthcare
policy solutions. This has resulted in
increased funding for treatment, more
regulations for prescribing opioids,
measures to increase the availability
of opioid antagonists, and a reduction
in liability for the administration of
opioid antagonists.

Tirelessly defending the practice of

GOOD MEDICINE.
We’re taking the mal out of malpractice insurance.
By constantly looking ahead, we help our members anticipate
issues before they can become problems. And should frivolous
claims ever threaten their good name, we fight to win—both
in and out of the courtroom. It’s a strategy made for your
success that delivers malpractice insurance without the mal.
See how at thedoctors.com

Legislation and Administrative Action
Lawmakers typically attempt to solve
problems in two ways: (1) providing
Celebrity Tragedy and
funding for programs, and (2) enacting
National Statistics
regulations through legislation.
In 2016, the autopsy of pop music
As an indicator of the level of
legend Prince found that the singer
concern of U.S. lawmakers, the usually
died from a “self-administered” dose
gridlocked Republican Congress and
of the opioid fentanyl. Prince’s tragic
Democratic President Barack Obama
demise was only one of many celebrity
united to address the issue. On
deaths attributed to opioid-related
December 13, 2016, both houses of
causes. Celebrity deaths brought the
Congress and the president worked
dangers of opioids to the public’s
together to approve legislation that
attention, and statistics for the general
granted $1 billion to state opioid abuse
population support the perception of
programs. This was a sharp increase
an opioid addiction epidemic. Centers
in funding from earlier in the year and
for Disease Control (CDC) Director Dr.
from previous
years. (The
Senate passed
the law by a
vote of 94–5,
e are excited to announce that Lauren Nunally is now
and the House of
the Perinatal Quality Coordinator for the Georgia OBGyn
Representatives
Society. In this role, Lauren will work in conjunction
passed the law
with physicians, OB hospitals, Georgia Department of Public
by a vote 355–
Health, Care Management Organizations, and other entities
77.)
to improve maternal health and birth outcomes in Georgia by
On October
participating on GaPQC and the Regional Perinatal Center State
26, 2017,
Level Advisory Committee, assisting with the Maternal Mortality
President Donald
Review process, and
Trump declared
offering teaching and
training. Lauren has been the opioid
addiction crisis
a nurse and midwife for
a public health
more than 25 years.
emergency via
She has experience in
project management and the Public Health
Service Act,
process improvement.
Lauren comes to us from though minimal
new funding
a position as Operations
accompanied
Coordinator at Northside
the declaration.
Hospital. She received
The White House
her undergraduate
and Congress
degree from Thames
will need to
Valley University,
work together
London. She lived in
to increase
England until 2006, and
the depleted
yes, she likes tea. Be
Public Health
sure to introduce yourself
Emergency Fund.
at our events and help
Two states—
welcome her into the
Colorado and
Georgia OBGyn family.
Indiana—have

W
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Tom Frieden noted: “We know of
no other medication routinely used
for a nonfatal condition that kills
patients so frequently.”1
Between the media attention and
the preponderance of evidence that
opioid usage had become a major
public health problem in America,
legislators were spurred to address
the problem.

11/9/16 5:28 PM

Lauren Joins GOGS

since created funding for opioid treatment
pilot programs. The Maine legislature
overrode its governor’s veto to ensure
access to opiate addiction treatment
under its Medicaid program. Delaware and
New Jersey have enacted laws requiring
healthcare insurers to provide coverage
for opioid addiction treatment.
Legislators have also passed laws
regulating the prescribing of opioids.
Requiring Physicians to Check
Prescription Databases
Prescription drug databases, originally
intended to be used by law enforcement,
have been widened to allow healthcare
providers and prescribers to review a
patient’s prescription history for signs of
overprescribing or addiction. Every U.S.
state with the exception of Missouri has a
prescription monitoring database.2
Some states have gone even
further. By 2016, 18 states had
passed legislation requiring
medical professionals to consult
a state database: California,
Connecticut, Kentucky, Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Nevada,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
Mexico, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee,
West Virginia, and Wisconsin.
State laws and regulations mandating
prescribers to query the database vary
as to requirements, but in general, most
require the prescriber to check: (1) before
initially prescribing a controlled substance
to a patient in an opioid treatment
program, (2) in workers’ compensation
cases, and (3) prior to initially prescribing
or dispensing an opioid analgesic or
benzodiazepine in any setting.3
Most often, the penalty for prescribers
for failure to check the database is referral
to the department or board that enforces
violation of professional standards.4
Opioid Antagonist Access Laws and
Good Samaritan Protections5
Legislators have also sought to
decrease deaths from prescription
opioid abuse by increasing access to
opioid antagonists. These drugs have
Continued on page 10
9
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How Lawmakers Are Tackling the Opioid Epidemic
no abuse potential and counteract the
life-threatening effects of an overdose,
allowing the victim to breathe normally
once administered.
Previously, access to these lifesaving
medications was limited because a
doctor-patient relationship needed to
exist for a prescription to be issued. This
requirement was ineffective because
family and friends are often in the best
place to administer an antagonist during
an overdose, but they did not
have access to a prescription.
In 2001, New Mexico
became the first state
to enact legislation
increasing access to opioid
antagonists. Over the past
15 years, 47 states and the
District of Columbia have
passed similar laws. In
the 2017 legislative year,
Montana, North Carolina,
Nevada, Tennessee, Texas,
Virginia, Wisconsin, and
West Virginia enacted laws
making opioid antagonists
more available.
In conjunction with
increasing access to
opioid antagonists, many
states have passed Good Samaritan
laws to limit liability for healthcare
professionals and “laypersons” for
administering opioid antagonist
medications. For immunity to apply,
laws typically require that a person
must have a reasonable belief that
someone is experiencing an overdose
emergency, must remain on scene until
help arrives, and must cooperate with
emergency personnel. For healthcare
personnel, immunity will usually apply
unless there is gross negligence in the
administration of the opioid antagonist.
Good Samaritan laws for the
administration of opioid antagonists
have been passed in 37 states and the
District of Columbia. The 13 states that
have yet to pass opioid antagonist Good
Samaritan laws are Arizona, Idaho,
Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Missouri, Montana,
Nebraska, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
South Dakota, Texas, and Wyoming.
Florida lawmakers will consider
proposed legislation, Senate Bill 458,
during the 2018 legislative session. If
enacted in its current form, this bill will:
• Limit a controlled opioid prescription
to a seven-day supply.
• Limit refill or subsequent controlled
opioid prescriptions to a 30-day supply.
• Provide exceptions to supply limits
for certain patients.
• Require a prescriber to access
a patient’s drug history in the
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prescription drug monitoring
program’s database before prescribing
the drug, and at least every 90 days
thereafter for continuing treatment.
• Require a healthcare practitioner to
complete a continuing education course
as a condition of initial licensure
and biennial licensure renewal.
In 2017, Florida House Bill 477
added synthetic opioids to the list of
controlled substances.

Georgia’s Response
On May 4, 2017, Governor Nathan Deal
signed three laws into effect to address
the opioid crisis gripping Georgia.
SB 121 exempts Naloxone, the
emergency drug used to reverse opioid
overdoses, from the dangerous drug
list when it is used for drug overdose
prevention and supplied by a dispenser
for various types of rescue kits. This
legislation also codifies the executive
orders put in place by Deal in 2016.
SB 88 requires the Department of
Community Health to create minimum
standards and quality of services for
narcotic treatment programs seeking
licensure in Georgia. Provisions of HB
249 include moving the Prescription
Drug Monitoring Program from the
Georgia Drugs and Narcotics Agency to
the Department of Public Health.6
The Georgia OBGyn Society has
partnered with The Doctors Company
to offer free CME to physicians that will
satisfy the requirements for physician
education passed by the Georgia
Composite Medical Board in 2017.
In the 2018 General Assembly, SB352
by Sen. Unterman is an omnibus
bill containing 3 sections aimed at
addressing the ongoing opioid crisis.
Section 1 imposes broad restrictions
on health care providers making,
soliciting or receiving any type of
remuneration or kickback for patient

(continued from page 9)

referrals. This “anti-kickback” bill is
similar in nature to the federal AntiKickback Statute and contains criminal
penalties for any violation.
Section 2 requires the Governor to
appoint a director of Substance Abuse,
Addiction, and Related Disorders. It
also establishes a Commission on
Substance Abuse and Recovery charged
with creating a “coordinated and unified
effort among state and local agencies
to confront the state-wide
addiction and substance
abuse crisis.”
Section 3 expands the
definition of insurance fraud
to include the billing of
multi-substance drug tests
separately for each type of
drug tested.7
SB 352 is being
considered by the General
Assembly.
Conclusion
The legislative response to
the opioid epidemic includes
expanding healthcare
providers’ ability to access
databases that track opioid
prescriptions. Lawmakers
are also working to ensure
easier access to opioid antagonists
and immunity to those who administer
opioid antagonists. Legislators are
also providing more public funding for
existing programs for treatment of
opioid-addicted patients.
At this point, there is insufficient
data to evaluate the effectiveness of
the recently passed legislation, but
lawmakers and public health advocates
hope to see a decline in opioid-related
deaths when data becomes available.
_____________________________
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